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Quote of the research, goals, and hypotheses  

 

The author of the dissertation was inquiring into forecasting of time series during her study at 

the university. She was had her degree at finance so her thesis was a study of this two field of 

science. The goal of the thesis was to find a model good enough to characterize the evolution 

of the most important Hungarian stock index. 

 

After university the author started to lecture statistics not to be too far from her field of 

research. 

 

The aim of the writer was to characterize time series and build a proper model for develops of 

values of RAX, one of Hungarian stock indexes. 

 

Hypotheses which were justified in dissertation: 

H1: Statistical times series analysis if useful for characterize stock  

H2: models made by newer methods are better to describe observed processes  

H3: One can make an even better model with a brand new mathematical solution. 

 

 

Content, methods and justification of the research 

 

Stock exchange is an organized institution, where transactions are under special rules, 

supervised, safe and transparent. Using continuous information investors rate securities and 

other listed products in every moment (Rotyis). 

 

There are two methods of review of different money and finance market products: 

1. Fundamental analysis: goal of the test is to define inner value. If the inner value is under 

the market price this means the good is overvalued. In this case there is high probability of 

price decrease of this instrument in order to approach the true value. If the inner value is over 

the market price, so the good is undervalued, the upward shift of price is expectable. 

Fundamental analysis can help to recognize specifications of the concerned market, so one 

can make an established decision. Unfortunately it is not always enough. With the decision 

one can make a really successful transaction only if the market will behave as expected. 
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2. Technical analysis: They used to call chartists those who make technical analysis. The 

origin of this denomination is those chartists make and analyze charts to decide. There are two 

type of charts. One can make line chart and candlestick chart. 

 

Every user can choose from the two chart type but must know that length of tested period can 

influence ideal choice. Candlestick chart carries a lot of important information if one examine 

only a short period. If the horizon is longer then a few month it can be technically hard to 

make chart, in this case should choose line chart. 

  

Charts can help a lot even with drawing them but to make an efficient trading you need a bit 

more. That’s why they made indicators.  

 

Toolbar of technical analysis contains lot of items which have statistical basis and which were 

used by author during her work. 

 

The writer chooses RAX one of stock indexes which is the benchmark of investment funds. 

She decided to use RAX because even Hungarian society reached a financial level where 

people have savings. If someone is not afraid of risks one can put savings to investment funds. 

Because of diversification of gathered assets it is lower risk then a purely stock portfolio and 

that’s why chosen by many. 

 

Rate RAX is officially published once a day at 16.30 since February 15, 1999. The basis of 

RAX was 1000 on January 7, 1998. The highest values until this day1 was 2146,21 almost 

three years ago in July 23, 2007. 

 

 

During her research in Hungarian and international literature the author recognized that there 

are no single grouping for time forecasting, so her first job was creating an appropriate 

system. After unifying names of forecasting methods the next was making groups. Marking of 

books, notes, articles used for the dissertation were made to single form by the writer. 

                                                 
1July 31, 2010. 
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In history every procedure were refined and get perfected, just like it happened in statistical 

forecasting. The author used different forecasting methods of the most popular 70’s 

deterministic approach, and then she made forecasting by ARMA models from 80’s, and 

finally she used the youngest methods, ARCH models. 

 

During research the writer used time series of RAX between 7th September 2001. - 29th July 

2010. This means almost nine years and considers 2216 observation (1. Figure) 
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1. Figure: RAX between 7th September 2001.- 29th July 2010. 

 

 

Decomposition models are using assumption that time series have four elements which can 

disconnected one by one and at the end of method there remain only the random element 

which has no effect to influence significantly time series value. 

 

There can be two different relationships between elements of time series at decomposition 

models: 

 

• Additive model: accumulating effects of times series elements   

ijjijijij scyy ε+++= ˆ     (1.) 
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• Multiplicative model: multiplying effects of times series elements 

ijjijijij Scyy ε⋅⋅⋅= ˆ                (2.) 

where  y  value of time series 

ŷ   trend 

c  cyclical element 

s seasonal element 

ε   random element 

ni ,,2,1 K=  number of periods 

mj ,,2,1 K=  number of shorter periods in periods 

 

During research the author build additive models.  

 

The essence of first step of times series analysis is to filter other elements effects, to smooth 

time series.  There are two methods to do this one is moving average and the other is 

analytical trend analysis.  

 

If there is a hypothesis that durable trend can be approximate well with an analytical function, 

then the goal of trend analysis is to produce this function.  To find the proper form of function 

is not a simple process. After one made a chart there can be more than one candidate for 

function form. The only way to find the best model which characterize investigated time 

series is to make all available models. There are three model selection criteria in use: 

    1. AIC – Akaike information criteria  

2. HQ – Hannan-Quinn criteria 

   3. SIC - Schwarz information criteria 
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2. Figure: Time series of RAX and its polynomial trend degree of 5 

 
 

  
2. Figure shows polynomial trend degree of 5, the best of examined analytical trends. 
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3. Figure: Cyclical element made by a polynomial trend degree of 5 
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There are two methods to define irregular medium- or long-term cyclical elements. One can 

get cyclical elements after compare against analytical and moving average trends. The 

difference between previously mentioned two methods is which trend was made before. 3. 

Figure shows cyclical element of RAX time series.  

 

In order to define seasonality one has to filter out every other element’s effects.  To do this 

one has to purify time series from effects of trend and cyclical element, i.e. subtract them 

form time series (4. Figure). One can make monthly or quarterly seasonality it depends on 

frequency of available data. 
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4. Figure: RAX values only with random elements 

 

Basic problem of trend analysis is to find a curve approximate well enough known values or 

(after depict them) points. In mathematics to solve this problem there are more solution, one is 

approximation.   

 

There is a brand new method in mathematic which are able to combine good characteristics of 

regression and approximation as well. This procedure uses least square methods principle to 

choose weights and spline approximation is the result of iteration process (Polgár). The 

applied method with chosen weights is able to make robust estimation, which can used to 

filter out outliers or they can included with smaller weights.  
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At the first step of procedure one has to define number of splines (N ) of curve. To down it 

one has to use available data to make an “experts” decision. The writer had chosen yearly, 

200 daily, 50 daily stats so she made the trend form 9, 11 and 44 elements.  

The second step of procedure is to decide what can be divide points ( Nzzz ,,, 10 K ), where 

some curve-parts contact. One can chose from more than one option. First solution is where 

divide points are observed data, i.e. Nzzz ,,, 10 K   ∈ { }ntt ,,1 K . At the second solution 

intermediate points can get every value between observed data, i.e. 11 ,, −Nzz K   ∈ ] [ntt ,,1 K , 

while define points at the ends of curve can be more options again. The solutions chosen by 

author the first observed data is the starting point of first spline and the last observed data is 

the end point of last spline, i.e. 10 tz =  és nN tz = . 

At the third step of procedure the minimum task is performed, where one has to get this 

correlation: 

min))(()( 2

1

2

0
→−+′′∫ ∑

=
ii

z

z

N

i
i fzgpgNλ .     (3.) 

 
The first element of this correlation is help the curvature values of classical 

interpolation/approximation spline, meanwhile the second element make robust estimation 

and lower the efforts of outliers.  

 

1. Table: Errors of deterministic trends 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Rising the number of subdivisions one can get better fitting trends. This can be shown 

confirmed with numbers in 1. Table, where there are sum of squares of errors and standard 

deviations of polynomial trend degree of 5 and different spline trends.  

 

 

spline 
index 

Polynomial 
trend 

degree of 
5 N=9 N=11 N=44 

SSE 55220330 13685822 9847620 4190320 

Standard deviation 157,9286 78,62246 66,69248 43,50456 
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Among those who made analysis the most popular stochastic models were Box-Jenkins 

models for years.  The two statistics whom method was named elaborated a three step method 

to define model parameters and to check goodness of prepared model.  

 

Autoregressive moving average )(ARMA model: 

qtqtttptpttt yyyy −−−−−− −−−−++++= εβεβεβεααα KK 22112211   (4.) 

In the process there are p  autoregressive elements and q  moving average elements, so the 

marking is ),( qpARMA . 

 

Tasks related to economical time series usually easily can be solved with ARMA models.   

In the model made by the author there are only returns, not the real RAX values.  

 

 

During ARMA model building a lot of time recovers a concept called stationary. If the 

expected value, the variance and the autocovariance2 of a random elements in a time series are 

not depend on time, then the time series are stationary. So  

0)( =tE ε   and 2)var( σε =t   and kktt ρσεε ⋅=−
2),cov(  

where  kρ  the values of autocorrelation of experiment k . 

 

The rundown of process is stable in time, there are no trend effects. Predictability of this type 

of time series is really high.  

 
 

                                                 
2  Autocovariance is independent from time, if given random element has no correlation with any previous 
random elements.  
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1. Identification:  

In the first step of Box-Jenkins model one has to define parameters of ),( qpARMA  process, 

i.e. q and p parameters. The essence of this phase is to find theoretical time series which 

describe the best the empirical time series. During work it gives a big help if one make a chart 

form given data depend in time.  

At this time get reveal what type of trend is in time series. If there can bee seen a linear trend, 

then if is enough to differential data set.  Differentiation and thus filtering out trend is 

important because tested time series has to be stationary to estimate ),( qpARMA  process.  

If data on chart seems to rise exponentially, then one has to make logarithm transformation on 

dataset first and then make a new chart.  

To decide if there is a need of differential is another chart to draw beside of depicts 

investigated data in time. This called correlogram (autocorrelation function, ACF), which is a 

chart of autocorrelation coefficients, i.e. correlation coefficients of a dataset and its previous 

values. 

)(
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),()(
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stt E
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Var

Cov
Corsr

ε
εε

ε
εεεε −−

− ===    (5.) 

On ACF chart )(sr is depending on s.   

 

Drawing autocorrelation function (5. Figure) is helping not only to make time series 

stationary, but to give estimation for moving average (MA) elements q degree. 

To determine autoregressive (AR) element p beginning value instead of correlogram one can 

use an other function called partial autocorrelation function (PACF). PACF purifies higher 

degree autocorrelation effects form lower degree autocorrelation effects.  
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5. Figure: RAX returns’ ACF and PACF functions 

2. Estimation: 

At this point of method the  

 

qtqtttptpttt yyyy −−−−−− −−−−++++= εβεβεβεααα KK 22112211   (6.) 

equations parameters (hopefully) final values has to be estimated. The estimations are made 

by maximum likelihood (ML) method.  

 
 

3. Diagnostically control: 

At this phase one has to check if model fits data exactly, i.e. goodness of model. If described 

model is good, then random elements make a white noise process. To decide this Box and 

Pierce elaborated a test, where test statistic is 

∑
=

=
K

k
krnQ

1

2       (7.) 

Its values have to be compared with a  2
qpK −−χ  distribution degree of freedom qpK −− . 
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Box-Pierce test has a serious problem. The test has a result which is not to reliable, that the 

reason why usually they make a second test called Ljung-Box test. The steps of the test are 

same as Box-Pierce tests, even hypothesizes and evaluations are the same, only test statistic 

value is computed otherwise: 

∑
= −′

+′′=′
K

k

k

kn

r
nnQ

1

2

)2(      (8.) 

where dnn −=′ , i.e. sample number minus number of differential.  

 
If performed test show that built model is not efficient, then Box-Jenkins method has to restart 

with the first step. After modifying specification one has to make a new estimation and after 

test it. One has to continue method till test at third phase justify hypotheses, i.e. observed 

process is an ),( qpARMA  or ),,( pdqARIMA process.  

 

 

Great problem of ARMAmodels is stationary needed for them. However economy and 

especially stock time series random elements standard deviation in not constant in time. To 

solve this problem Robert F. Engle developed a new element of time series analysis stochastic 

family, called ARCHmodel.  

 

 

)(qARCH model describable with three equations: 

tmttt yycy εφφ ++++= −− L1     (9.) 

ttt σηε =             (10.) 

22
22

2
110

2
qtqttt −−− ++++= εαεαεαασ K           (11.) 

where )1,0(~ FAEtη  white noise.  
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First equation (8.) give observed variables expected value. One can see that variable is 

depending on its previous values, this means it is autoregressive element. If it is an )1(AR  

process, then it’s expected value is simplified to: 

ttt ycy εφ ++= −1       (12.) 

The value of deviation variable )( tε  can get from second equation (9.). At this equation one 

can easily seen that random element is independent, however distribution is not equal 

distribution, its conditional variance changes in time. 

Last equation (10.) due to previous random elements (innovation) effect. According to 

previous deviation is big enough then expected random element of given period is big too, 

while after small deviation comes small one. One can also see from equation that sign of 

deviation is not a matter because it disappears with cubic element.  

 
 

A properly built model is good not only to come to know better past, but to make forecasting 

by the help of it. During forecasting one applies already known regularities to determine 

forward in time observed phenomenon’s conformation, value. Forecasting has two types: ex 

post and ex ante (6. Figure).  

 
 

6. Figure: Forecasting in time 
 
During ex post forecasting not every available data get used to make the enquiry. Then from 

extend data not every one will be used in sample to prepare estimation but some get remained  

 

time 

Moment of observation Beginning of observation 
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forecasting 
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forecasting 
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for checking. After preparation of ex post3 forecasting even those kept data help to make 

checking forecasting. The practical benefit of this type of forecasting is to rise to view how 

good the mounted model is. If forecasted and observed data substantially differ then one has 

to restart whole model building process.  

 

Ex ante forecasting is good for time where no information is available. That’s the reason why 

here are no option to check model forecasting ability, one can only estimate it.  

 

During forecasting one has to keep in mind that as time goes even a perfect model’s 

forecasting ability is rising too. Therefore is in way of doing forecast only for that much such 

as observed time was.  

 

To process data and to build model author used an econometric program called GRETL (Gnu 

Regression, Econometrics and Time-series Library). Program approachable free of charge on 

internet4, or rather an old version of it is enclosed to one of two main econometric books 

distributed in Hungary. Trend made with splines get determined with the help of a program 

wrote in MapleV 5. 

 

New research results  
 

 

1. During her research author get known several grouping of time forecasting in literature. 

This grouping was not covering each other. So during survey writer developed a uniform 

system which contains Hungarian and international grouping as well.  

 
 

                                                 
3 Ex post, i.e. reminiscent forecasting, but time forecasting is made this data are already known, they remain 
past. 
4 http://gretl.sourceforge.net/ 
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2. During research author used many method to analyze time series of RAX form 7th 

September 2001 to 29th July 2010. With leading approach till 70’s, i.e. deterministic time 

series analysis, a polynomial trend degree of 5 was the best to characterize observed data. 

After detached trend with a moving average trend she was able to detect an almost seven 

years long cyclical element. Last filterable element was seasonality. Monthly and quarterly 

seasonality was calculated too. After these element only remain random elements which is not 

really interesting for deterministic time series analysis.  

 

3. As degree of polynomial was raised during trend analysis so fitted the function even better 

and better. But raising degree at the same time worsens goodness of model. To eliminate this 

kind of problem author used a brand new type of spline to define trend. Thanks to this new 

mathematical solution she could better modeling basic tendency in time series then before 

with polynomials.  

 

4. In the center of stochastic time series analysis is random element, which is not always 

random. Decrease of deterministic analysis was because of spreading autoregressive moving 

average (ARMA) models. After observing 2216 data author find time series not stationary. 

After differential and with it filter out trend effect, she was able to fit an ARIMA (1,1,0) 

model, where first one refers to first degree autoregressive relationship between elements. 

Second one refers to number of differentiations. Null means there are no moving average 

element is time series.  

 

5. ARMA models are able to manage volatility, clustering of random elements. To solve this 

problem Engle developed ARCH (AutoRegressiv Conditional Heteroscedasticity) models, 

which were spread comprehensive in financial field, fight with great volatilities. For RAX’s 

nine years of time series author couldn’t fit a proper ARCH model, since rising of degree of 

autoregressive element model get better, so after a while estimation get too complicated, she 

had to choose an other method.  

 

6. Bollerslev made generalization for ARCH models, which was named to GARCH 

(generalized ARCH) model. This could manage the problem of degree of autoregressive 

element. The writer started time series analysis with the simplest model AR(1)+GARCH(1,1), 

and at the end it came out the best by right of model selection criteria.  
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Suggestions 
 

During deterministic time series analysis after filtering cyclical element and seasonality first 

degree of autocorrelation was detected between random elements by author in polynomials 

and even in spine trend too. In order to make a better usable model it would be necessary to 

determine the reason of this effect. Conceivable that it could be caused an effect well known 

in stock (e.g. calendar-effect, Easter-effect,…) and after taking to consideration 

autocorrelation could be eliminated. 

 

The second field where are possibility to step ahead is ARCH models. Every survey gets a 

result that time series’ distribution is not a normal distribution. However there are members of 

ARCH model-family which are able to manage this problem. So later make these models to 

use building better models.  

 

As a graduated economist it could be interesting for the author to analyze time series 

forecasting new method, she didn’t used so far. It is possible that already build models 

combining with econometric models results a much better model then previous. 
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